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ABSTRACT 

Music therapists have many career options, one of which is working as a private 

practice music therapist. In preparation to open a private practice, the music therapist should 

develop a detailed business plan. This business plan will serve as the foundation of the 

business and allow the therapist to shape. The purpose of this project is to illustrate to music 

therapists the steps required to develop a business plan, the formulation of the business plan 

and a professional review of the business plan. To complete this process, the author had to 

attain in-depth personal and professional reflection; after which the author completed the 

business plan. This plan detailed the executive summary of the business, a current market 

analysis, the product and services, organization and management of the business. financial 

projections for a three-year period, and a marketing plan for the business. Once the business 

plan was completed, it was reviewed by a small business professional who works within the 

author's county of residence. The review of the business plan revealed that the author needed 

to define terms and acronyms. more clearly define the business’ ocographical area, and use _- O 

proper business terminology throughout. The author discovered that the private practice has a 

firm foundation with the completed business plan. Many other tasks. however, must be 

completed before starting a private practice. 
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Introduction 

The decision to enter into a music therapy private practice is one that should not be 

taken lightly. The road will be paved with rewards and challenges. A successful private 

practice does not develop overnight, rather, through careful planning it develops over an 

extended period. There are many reasons why a therapist would enter into private practice, 

such as freedom of work schedule, autonomy. or the loss of a job. The recent economic 

recession has led many companies to cut back employees and jobs. thus leaving more than 

10% of Americans without a job (“Unemployment Packs™, 2009). Many people who have 

lost or left jobs may have difficulty obtaining new jobs within their field. Therapists have the 

unique advantage of having a product and/or service that can be delivered through selt- 

employment and private practice. More specifically. there has been a continuous growth of 

music therapists entering into private practice (American Music Therapy Association, 2009). 

However, how the music therapist designs and develops the private practice will have a 

direct effect on the success of the business. A well-formulated business plan assists in this 

process. 

The music therapist entering into private practice should research all areas associated 

with development of a private practice: small business development, private practice 

development, music therapy private practice and population specific information. Much of 

this information may be found in books dedicated to the topic and business journals as well 

as journals of related fields to music therapy. The information gathered from these 

publications will assist the professional with the necessary information, including what steps 

to take and advice on how fo make the business successful.  



The topics discussed in these publications vary from source to source. Each author 

has specific information to share with the person entering into private practice. There are 

publications that convey the personality aspects of a private practitioner and assist 

practitioners in determining if they have those characteristics (Earle, Barnes, & Beigel, 

1999). However, other authors share the importance of developing the financial aspects of a 

private practice and offer information on how to do so (Cole & Reese, 2004). Music therapy 

literature tends to offer information specific about music therapists who currently work in 

private practice and offers suggestions for the music therapist who wants to enter into a 

private practice (Wilhelm, 2004; Behnke, 1996). General literature on beginning a small 

business offers the reader basic information on all areas of business development, especially 

creating a business plan. Through the literature, the therapist beginning a private practice will 

gain insight into the personal, professional and financial issues related to such a practice. 

The related literature on beginning a music therapy private practice is considerable. 

There 1s substantial information to assist the practitioner in learning what needs to be done to 

begin the practice; however, there is minimal literature focusing on the actual process of 

beginning a private practice. Specific music therapy literature focuses on the statistics of 

private practice music therapists (Wilhelm, 2004), how to develop a practice, and the results 

of a fully-developed private practice (Kane, 1990; Behnke, 1996: Reuer, 2007). There is 

terminology related to music therapy private practice and private practice development that 

must be identified. 

A business plan is a document created by the person who wants to begin a small 

business. This plan outlines the details of the business such as the identified product or  



service, the target market and competition, the marketing plan, and the management and 

finances of the small business. This is a document that the therapist completes prior to the 

start up or opening of the stated business. For this study, the business is a music therapy 

private practice. 

A music therapy private practice is a business developed by a single music therapist 

to serve clients. A private practice music therapist offers individual private music therapy 

sessions as well as contractual and consultative music therapy services to agencies and 

businesses. The private practitioner is responsible for all aspects of the business such as 

bookkeeping, insurances, marketing, and serving clients. 

After many years of full-time employment, the author found herself without a job, 

due to relocation. The author decided to develop a private practice. since her new area of 

residence did not have any full-time music therapy positions open. In a review of the related 

literature. the author found resources that will assist music therapists in developing a private 

practice. However, no literature was found that solely discussed the development of a 

business plan and included an actual example of such a plan. Further, there are limitations to 

the development of this business plan. which include the author’s selection of only two 

populations to serve and restricting the private practice to a selected area of the St. Louis, 

Missouri metropolitan area. It is assumed that a business plan can be developed given the 

limitations of populations served and location. 

The purpose of this project is to develop a business plan for a music therapy private 

practice to service community agencies and nursing facilities in stated St. Louis Metropolitan 

area. This project will also serve as a reference to music therapists and related professionals  



who are interested in pursuing a career in private practice. Through the literature, the key 

topics stressed by researchers will be identified, including an analysis of the current market, a 

study of personality characteristics, information on marketing the business. and the 

development of the business plan. Along with the key topics identified and discussed, there 

will be a narrative of how each step of the private practice development was completed. This 

will offer real life examples of how the therapist designs and develops the practice. Current 

private practitioners and those wishing to begin a private practice will be given an in-depth 

and insight into such development. 

 



Review of the Literature 

Populations Music Therapists Serve 

Music therapists have the ability to work with a vast amount of populations and 

disorders. According to the American Music Therapy Association (AMTA) Member 

Sourcebook (AMTA, 2009), music therapists can serve a variety of populations. However, 

when the populations are grouped together into specialties, music therapists work most often 

in the areas of mental health, elderly and Alzheimer’s disease. developmental disabilities, 

medical/surgical, and neurological disabilities (AMTA, 2009). Many music therapists focus 

their professional experience by offering services to one or more of these areas. The 

population can be narrowed by the therapist, choosing those populations they have strength 

working with and a personal interest in treating. such as the mental health disorders of 

psychosis and dementia. 

Mental Health Disorders and Challenges 

There 1s a wide range of mental health disorders. Psychotic disorders and cognitive 

disorders are two of the categories listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (4" ed., text rev.) (DSM-IV-TR) (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). 

According to the National Association of Mental Illness (NAMI), just over fifty-seven 

percent of Americans have at least one experience with a mental health disorder each year. 

Of those, six percent suffer from a severe form of mental illness (National Association of 

Mental Illness. 2009). According to the 2009 World Alzheimer’s Report, there has been a ten 

percent increase in the prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease since 2005, and there are now 

thirty-five million people throughout the world living with Alzheimer’s disease or another  



form of dementia (Alzheimer’s Association, n.d.). These patients - those diagnosed with a 

psychotic disorder or some form of dementia - have distinctive symptoms and therapeutic 

needs, which may be serviceable through music therapy treatment. 

Psychotic population. 

All psychotic disorders have a presence of psychotic symptoms with the presenting 

symptoms varying based on the identified disorder. The patient may experience symptoms 

such as delusions, hallucinations (visual and/or auditory), disorganized speech. and 

disorganized or catatonic behavior. One of the leading psychotic disorders is schizophrenia. 

According to the DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000), the patient with 

schizophrenia may have inappropriate atfect, anhedonia (the inability to experience 

pleasure). dysphoric mood, lack of interest in food. sleep disturbance and/or abnormal 

psychomotor activity. One of the prominent symptoms of schizophrenia is auditory 

hallucinations. These hallucinations can affect the client’s ability to function appropriately in 

society. especially if they are command hallucinations. Command hallucinations are 

hallucinations in which the person with psychosis perceives he or she is being told to do 

something by a visual or auditory hallucination. The lack of insight in schizophrenic patients 

can lead to “higher relapse rates, increased number of involuntary hospital admissions, 

poorer psychosocial functioning, and a poorer course of illness” (p. 304). Lessening the 

present psychotic symptoms is the goal of treatment for these psychiatric disorders. 

The main course of treatment of a psychotic disorder is antipsychotic medication to 

assist in symptom management and stabilization. There are two types of antipsychotic 

medications: typical and atypical (National Institute of Mental Health, 2009). Typical  



antipsychotic medications were developed in the mid 1950°s while the atypical antipsychotic 

medications were developed in the 1990°s. Many of the psychotropic medications taken by 

the psychiatric client will lead to negative physical side effects such as, drowsiness, blurred 

vision, muscle spasms, muscle rigidity, tremors and Tardive Dyskinesia (involuntary 

movements involving the face, tongue and/or jaw). Over time, many of these side effects will 

disappear or decrease through a period of usage, dosage reduction and/or the addition of 

other medications. However, until such time, the treatment providers need to assist clients in 

managing the side effects of their medication (Houghton & Smeltekop, 2005). 

Following medication stabilization, the patient with a psychotic disorder will be able 

to receive treatment for psychosocial needs. such as communication. self-care, relationship 

building and coping strategies as well as relapse prevention and illness management 

(National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.). There 1s also a need for rehabilitation and 

vocational training as well as education for those with a co-occurring substance abuse 

disorder. Combining medication management with psychosocial treatment can increase the 

success rate of the patient with a psychotic disorder. Whether there is a diagnosis of a 

psychotic disorder, or a cognitive disorder, the course of treatment for these disorders is 

similar. 

Dementia population. 

For a person to be diagnosed with dementia, a memory impairment must be present 

and it must worsen over time. There must also be a deficit in the individual’s ability to learn 

new information and/or recall previously learned information. According to the DSM-IV-TR 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2000), the patient with dementia may have difficulty  



verbally producing the name of a common object (aphasia), the inability to execute motor 

tasks even though there may be no physical reason (apraxia), and the inability to recognize an 

everyday object even though the senses are in-tact (agnosia). As the dementia progresses, the 

individual may continue to have a decline in executive functioning, affecting the individual 

both physically and mentally, thus possibly leading to the patient being admitted to a long- 

term care facility for supervised care and treatment. 

There are also behavior challenges that may be evident in the person with dementia, 

including, hallucination, delusions, restless behavior, and verbal and physical aggression. 

These behavior challenges can be treated with anti-psychotic medication and/or 

environmental changes. Since the course of dementia progressively worsens, the individual 

with dementia has many areas of need: memory. abstract thinking. listening skills, motor 

skills, sensory perception, focusing ability. communication skills and decision-making skills. 

The course of treatment for those with dementia 1s a combination of medication. 

therapeutic activities and a structured routine. Currently, there are two types of medications 

available for individuals with Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders: cholinesterase and 

memantine (Alzheimer’s Association, n.d.). Cholinesterase prevents the breakdown of 

acetylcholine, a chemical messenger that assists with learning and memory, while memantine 

assists with the regulation of glutamate, another chemical messenger in the brain that assists 

with learning and memory. The main function of these types of medications is to slow the 

progression of the disease and to maintain the individuals highest level of functioning as 

long as possible.  



Over the years, there has been much research to document the effectiveness of music 

therapy with persons suffering from psychosis and dementia. Through this research, music 

therapy interventions have been analyzed for their effectiveness with these patients, and 

illustrate why music therapy is a viable treatment option. 

Music Therapy and Psychosis 

The use of music therapy to treat adults with psychotic disorders has been widely 

documented. Music therapists focus on many areas of need when working with the adult 

psychotic population. The therapist offers the client appropriate music therapy interventions 

to assist in meeting the goal. Some of the interventions include listing and responding to 

music, playing and composing music, moving to music, and music for relaxation and 

recreation (Unkefer & Thaut, 2005). Silverman (2007) found that the most common 

objectives for music therapy treatment with adult psychosis were socialization, 

communication, self-esteem and coping skills. By focusing treatment on these key areas of 

functioning. the music therapist assists the client in maintaining and/or achieving an 

increased quality of life with the ultimate goal of successful community living. 

Grocke, Bloch, and Castle (2009) used a community based music therapy group to 

study the effects of music therapy on the quality of life in persons with severe mental illness. 

Following ten sessions. several themes were presented to the researchers from a focus group. 

The participants found that the music therapy group gave them pleasure, joy and relaxation. 

The participants felt that there was a positive outcome from the group: they were given a 

sense of belonging through singing and writing music. Silverman (2006) surveyed clients in a 

psychiatric facility whose treatment included the psycho-educational groups of Coping  
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Skills, Substance Abuse, Symptom/Medication Management, Art Class, Music Therapy. and 

Recreational Therapy. The study found that music therapy programming was rated the 

highest in perceived helpfulness as compared to the other groups offered during psycho- 

educational programming. Silverman (2006) also found that of the groups focused on a 

specific psychiatric deficit area, music therapy was ranked the highest. 

In addition to positively increasing the client's quality of life and being a preferred 

psycho-educational group, music therapy with whose who are actively psychotic can assist 

with symptom management and the treatment of medication-induced side effects. Client 

preferred music during structured music therapy sessions has been found to have a significant 

decrease in psychotic symptoms, such as auditory hallucinations, either through live or 

recorded music (Silverman, 2003). Persons who have auditory hallucinations may use music 

to distract trom and/or mask the hallucinations. Silverman and Marcionetti (2005) studied 

music reading, interactive live music making and recorded music listening for their effects on 

auditory hallucinations. Live music making was indicated by participants as the best in 

suppressing auditory hallucinations and most said that they would use this technique in the 

future to mask these hallucinations. All of the participants stated they would use recorded 

music to cover their auditory hallucinations in the future. De "Etoile (2002) studied whether 

short-term group music therapy would change the client's psychotic symptomatology. Of the 

nine symptom dimensions she studied, six were found to decrease following music therapy 

treatment. Music therapists are also able to assist in managing the side effects that may be 

caused by the antipsychotic medication. For example, the music therapist can offer relaxation 

and movement exercises to smooth muscle rigidity.  



Another goal of music therapy with those suffering from psychosis is appropriate 

emotional expression, which many patients with psychosis are unable to do. Florence Tyson, 

the founder of community music therapy, felt that music has the ability to assist the clients 

with the expression and awareness of feelings whereas traditional therapies may not (Wilson, 

2005). “Music provides the skilled therapist with an excellent tool to evoke affective 

responses and explore a wide range of emotions” (Gfeller, 2005, p.47), whereas just 

discussing emotions may not do so. 

The current trend in mental health treatment is to move clients away from traditional 

long-term hospitalizations to a short-term stay. The institutional setting is replaced with more 

community-based programs such as outpatient treatment and after-care services (Wilson, 

2005). Music therapists who serve the psychiatric population work in hospitals as well as 

community centers, behavioral health centers. day treatment centers and group homes 

(Silverman, 2007, p. 389). Music therapy treatment in these settings typically is done in a 

group format, as this setting assists in decreasing the cost of the services to the program 

and/or the clients. 

Music therapy has been shown to be an effective way to treat the symptoms of 

psychosis, the side effects of anti-psychotic medications, assist in appropriate emotional 

expression as well as increasing the quality of life in the adult psychiatric population. Just as 

music therapy can assist those with psychosis, it also has the ability to assist with the 

treatment of those persons suffering from the effects of dementia.  



Music Therapy and Dementia 

One of the fastest growing healthcare populations is the elderly. With the “baby 

boomers” reaching the retirement age, there has been an increase in the geriatric population 

and, subsequently, those suffering from dementia. Music therapists have been able to work 

successfully with this population, one that is on a continual decline in physical and cognitive 

functioning. “The power of music encompasses the entire brain, and if either side of the brain 

or even both sides of the brain might be impaired by stroke or by other impairments such as 

Alzheimer’s Disease, the capacity for musical responses is still present” (Cevasco & Grant, 

2003, p. 45), thus giving justification from the use of music with the dementia population. 

Through a review of the literature, Brotons and Marti (2003) found that music therapy 

is successful in improving anxiety, agitation, restlessness, depression, withdrawal, 

disorientation, mood, memory and language. This is accomplished through active and passive 

music listening, active music making, movement to music, and sensory stimulation. During 

music therapy groups, the depressed dementia patient can decrease his/her depressive 

symptoms and increase participation during group, which may lead to an elevated mood 

during and after music therapy sessions (Ashida, 2000). Brotons and Marti (2003) found that 

music therapy led to an increase in attention span, improvement in language, memory recall 

and spontaneous social interaction during group in the dementia population. When using 

rhythmic music exercises with client-familiar music, Cevasco and Grant (2006) found that in 

early- to mid-stage dementia, clients are able to “learn new music material and that music 

perception is still present” (p.235). The music therapist can offer music interventions that 

will aid in the increasing need for sensory stimulation and interaction with dementia patients  
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in his/her environment. These are used to lessen sensory decline, maintain skills and improve 

the quality of life in the person with dementia (Cevaso & Grant, 2006). Clair (1996) found 

that when using singing as a stimulus during 1:1 music therapy sessions with the late stage 

dementia patient, there was an increase in the patient’s alertness and responsiveness. 

The patient with dementia may experience episodes of agitation. This agitation can be 

caused by the environment, medications and confusion. Using music to decrease the noise 

level on the nursing home unit, Mercado and Mercado (2006) found that there was a 

significant decrease in accident/incident reports and PRN (given as needed) medications, as 

well as a decrease in the number of unplanned staff absences. “Environmental noise levels 

have...been frequently cited as a contributing factor in agitation behaviors™ (Mercado & 

Mercado. 2006, p. 30) of nursing home patients. In patients with dementia. it has been found 

that passive music listening to mask environmental noises has been successtul in decreasing 

negative behaviors and increasing positive behaviors while the music is playing (Ziv. Granot. 

Hai, Dassa, & Haimov, 2007; Mercado & Mercado, 2000). 

Music therapy with people with dementia has had positive effects on the 

physiological functioning of the client. As the aging and dementia processes advances. 

clients are at a higher risk for falls. Using rhythmic auditory stimulation (RAS) during gait 

training exercises, the stride length of the patient in an assisted ambulation program increased 

(Clair & O’Konski, 2006). This was achieved with a recording of improvised music to the 

patient's preferred genre. 

Music listening activities have been found to maintain attention span and support 

learning behaviors in older adults with a cognitive impairment (Gregory, 2002). The music  



should be the patient’s choice or music that is familiar to the patient. Such use of familiar 

music for listening, improvising and singing allows for a cognitive connection between the 

patient and the music, thus increasing cognitive functioning and the quality of life for the 

dementia patient. 

Music therapists who work with patients that suffer from psychosis and/or dementia 

have the ability to work in a variety of settings. These settings include but are not limited to 

nursing homes, psychiatric hospitals. outpatient clinics, day treatment centers and adult day 

centers. Within these settings. there may not be the finances or resources for a full-time 

employed music therapist. However, facilities who can only afford to contract a music 

therapist for a certain number of hours per month, would suit the music therapist in private 

practice. In order to begin a music therapy private practice, the therapist should have 

knowledge of private practice and small business development. 

Private Practice Development 

Clinicians of various professions enter private practice for many reasons. though the 

main reason is freedom (Earle, Barnes. & Beigel, 1999). The practitioner has the freedom to 

choose their clientele. work schedule, and setting. Such freedoms are very appealing to the 

clinician who may desire a specific work environment. Private practice also offers the 

freedom and ability to create a job where the current market may not have employment 

availabilities within an established agency. However, just wanting freedom is not enough to 

begin a successful private practice. The practitioner needs to analyze all areas of private 

practice before starting the business. Cole and Reese (2004) feel that a practitioner should be 

passionate about his or her profession and bring that passion to the marketplace. The passion  



could be manifested in a theoretical approach, a specific type of clientele and/or working 

with a specific issue. By bringing something about which one is passionate, the practitioner 

develops excitement for the business. 

Earle, Barnes and Beigel (1999) developed a list of personality characteristics found 

in private practice practitioners and in those wishing to enter into private practice. The 

practitioner needs to be flexible, creative, organized and self-motivated, and have a love of 

marketing and the ability to seek autonomy. With these characteristics, the practitioner will 

be better suited to handle both the business and therapeutic aspects of the practice. To decide 

if private practice is a viable option, it may be good for the practitioner to take part in self- 

assessment exercises, to “bring to [his or her] awareness goals, desires, and areas for 

improvement as [they] begin to define [themselves] and [their] practice(s) (Earle, Barnes, & 

Beigel, 1999, p. 11). The self-assessment offered by Earle, Barnes and Beigel (1999, pp. 11- 

15). instructs the practitioner to reflect on the key areas of their lives, including personal, 

significant others, professional, spiritual. humanitarian and playing (personal activities). The 

focus of this self-assessment is to define and relate personal and professional goals to the key 

areas, as well as to reflect on personal qualities that will assist or deter from developing a 

successful private practice (Earle, Barnes, & Beigel. 1999; Cole & Reese, 2004). 

The therapist who is developing a private practice must assess all areas of the 

business and formulate a business plan. Writing a business plan is a time consuming process. 
Oo Oo 

However, a complete business plan will help “focus your thoughts about the details of the 

business” (Friedman & Yorio, 2003, p. 81). Cole and Reese (2004) believe that several 

decisions need to be made at the beginning of the private practice development that include:  
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finding an appropriate space to house the private practice, establishing a passion, developing 

a marketing and referral plan, becoming established with a professional community, set up 

for bookkeeping, plan for retirement and obtain the necessary insurance. 

Location and affiliation 

Whether the practice is in a rented office space or in the therapist's private home, it 

should be conveniently located, and offer ample parking and handicapped accessibilities. If 

the practitioner plans to house the office in home, one must know if the neighborhood has the 

appropriate zoning and/or allows business to be conducted out of a personal home. The office 

should also be secure and quiet. “Identifying where to locate your private practice is the most 

important decision you can make when starting on your own’ (Brauchler. 2005. p. 59). 

The private practice clinician has the ability to decide how his or her service 1s going 

to be reimbursed. whether it will be affiliated with an existing agency and which population 

will be served. A market analysis of a specific area in relation to the location of the private 

practice will assist the practitioner in determining which population to serve (Cole & Reese. 

2004; Earle, Barnes, & Beigel, 1999; Friedman & Yorio, 2003; Kane, 1990). This market 

analysis will take into consideration other clinicians and related services within the set 

geographic location. After determining the location and clientele, the practitioner can decide 

if they would like to have their business affiliated with a larger organization. such as a large 

cooperation or healthcare facility (Earle, Barnes, & Beigel. 1999). Having an institutional 

affiliation can increase the visibility of the practice with the possibility of cross marketing, 

whereas the main disadvantage is the “fear of loss of autonomy” (pg. 69). Institutional 

affiliations are just one way the practitioner can combine with a larger company.  



In today’s healthcare environment, managed care settings are becoming more 

prominent. To be affiliated with a managed care organization, the therapist should be fully 

aware of how the managed care organization is structured, as well as the policies and 

procedures of the organization. This setting may require the therapy provider to be listed as 

an approved service provider for the organization and the organization may have set fees and 

limits of provision of services. The practitioner also has the ability to seek reimbursement 

through insurance companies and/or accept private pay clients. 

Finances. 

When developing a private practice, the area that must be stressed from the 

beginning, as well as having a strong foundation, is finances (Cole & Reese, 2004). Since 

business courses may not be required for the therapeutic professions, the practitioner wishing 

to enter into private practice, may not have knowledge of business practices. Vineberg (2005) 

encourages practitioners to take a business class to become informed of basic business 

practices such as accounting, saving and tax planning. A bookkeeping process should be 

developed and a software program to keep financial records must be purchased, prior to 

beginning the practice (Cole & Reese, 2004). Hiring an accountant is also recommended to 

assist the practitioner with tax planning, financial record keeping and financial advice (Earle, 

Barnes & Beigel. 1999; Cole & Reese, 2004; Vineberg, 2005). The main expenses of a 

private practice can be categorized into three areas: salary, benefits/retirement, and overhead 

expenses. To pay for the expenses a fee for service must be collected from each patient. 

Fee development is the foundation for the finances of the private practice. To assist in 

the development of the fee, the “hourly costs, overhead, routine expenses, and the possibility  



of using a sliding scale” should be considered (Vineberg, 2005). The practitioner should 

charge the market value for their services (Cole & Reese, 2004: Earle, Barnes, & Beigel, 

1999). This market value is comparable to other similar practitioners within the same 

geographic location. However, the practitioner must be comfortable with the established fee. 

Many new professionals make the mistake of setting lower rates than other similar 

practitioners do in their area. A market-valued fee will assist the practitioner in building a 

sense of self-worth, a professional image. and a level of respect with other professionals. In 

order to obtain clients, who in turn will provide the revenue for the practice, the practitioner 

must develop a marketing plan. 

Marketing the private practice. 

Where and how the practitioner markets the business is vital to the success of the 

private practice. Brauchler (2005) states that “each time you meet someone new, it 1s an 

opportunity to network and promote your practice” (p. 63), therefore the practitioners’ 

conduct 1s important in all public and private arena’s. This can be described as living life as if 

in a fishbowl (Earle, Barnes, & Beigel. 1999). 

In developing the practice. the practitioner must follow passion and strength. So is 

true for marketing the practice. “The challenge in marketing independent private practice is 

that the product is our own skills. and who we are in providing those skills” (Earle, Barnes, & 

Beigel, 1999, p. 23). The practitioner may have a feeling of vulnerability when marketing the 

practice because of the personal aspect. Therefore, Cole and Reese (2004) state that “if you 

present to the marketplace what you love, without attachment to the outcome, it is possible to 

reap rewards in surprising ways” (p. 10).  



Earle, Barnes, and Beigel (1999) developed a formula tor successful marketing: 

Success = Visibility (sub exposure) x time (p. 42). They describe this formula as “the more 

time you have been in private practice in a given geographic location within a given specialty 

area, the less work you have to do to be visible and exposed. Conversely, the less time for 

which you have been in private practice, or the less time for which you have been in a 

particular city or town or have specialized in an area, the more you have to engage in 

activities that give you visibility and exposure” (pg. 42). Marketing goals must be developed 

and tracked. The tracking includes a timeline of how and when the marketing will take place, 

as well as a way to evaluate the effectiveness. 

Because of the importance of marketing a private practice, the practitioner must fully 

understand and be able to inform others of the product. “Making sure the company name 

comes to mind when the need arises” is the overall goal of marketing (Orsini, 2007, p. 163). 

To do this the practitioner should * generate leads through relationship building, identity 
O 

referral sources, and market. ..to the people who actually make referrals (Orsini, 2007, p. 

163). 

Traditional marking materials such as business cards and brochures continue to rank 

high on the list of successful materials. Brauchler (2005) feels that a good brochure will 

advertise the practice while reducing the need for prospective and current clients to call 

regarding information such as hours and address. Distributing the brochure to referral 

sources, such as physicians, will allow the source to give a prospective client direct 

information about whom they are being referred. Business cards should be kept by the 

practitioner at all times and handed out freely at conferences and business meetings (Wunsch,  



2005; Brauchler, 2005). Another way to market a private practice is through advertising in 

the yellow pages, mass media and/or professional announcements. Wunsch (2005) feels that 

a new practitioner should consult with other professionals in the same geographical location 

to find out how well paper advertisement is working. Many patients receive lists of approved 

providers from insurance companies and/or by word of mouth and are less likely to use the 

Yellow Pages to locate a treatment provider (Wunsch, 2005). The internet 1s used frequently 

by businesses for advertisement and is an efficient way to reach a higher number of potential 

clients. It offers potential clients and referral sources the ability to seek information about the 

private practice in the privacy of their own home or business at their convenience. The 

private practice website needs to be “usable, and easy to navigate, and functional” Orisini, 

2007, p. 166). If the website does not meet those criteria, it may instead deter clients. 

Another way to market a private practice is by investing in the community. 

“To maintain a successful practice,” the practitioner should invest in his/her 

community (Cole and Reese, 2004, p.22). Volunteer opportunities, serving on committees, 

involvement in local government and participation in civic organizations are ways to stay 

involved in the community. One may give speeches to local, formal organizations about the 

population served and/or the product offered. By being involved in the community and 

presenting to formal organizations, the practitioner is generating a referral basis. 

Referrals. 

Marketing to possible referral sources is another way to obtain clients. Following up | 

on referrals is “essential to the process” (Earle, Barnes, & Beigel, 1999, p. 49). From a 

market analysis, the practitioner will develop a list of referral sources and market to those  



sources with the goal of receiving referrals (Orsini, 2007; Brauchler, 2005; Wunsch, 2005; 

Vineberg, 2005). It is “critical that you establish a steady flow of referrals” (Vineberg, 2005, 

p. 89) for the private practice to be successful. The lines of communication should be kept 

open with referral sources. Ways to continue a relationship with a referral source is to take 

them out to lunch or coffee or invite them to an open house. After receiving a referral, the 

practitioner should communicate with the source professionally. One may send letters of 

thanks and appreciation. in which practitioner’s availability to talk is emphasized. (Wunsch, 

2005; Earle, Barnes, & Beigel, 1999; Vineberg, 2005). However, Brauchler (2005) states that 

the “best expression of appreciation for a referral is a prompt, complete report rather than a 

thank-you letter or card” (p. 61) it the referral came from another treatment provider such as 

a counselor or physician. If the client is referred by another treatment provider, then a report 

containing the findings and the treatment plan by the referred practitioner should be 

completed within 24 hours of seeing the client and sent to the referring treatment provider. It 

must be remembered that following up on referrals is “essential to the process” (Earle, 

Barnes, & Beigel. 1999, p. 49). When receiving a referral by another treatment provider for a 

specific purpose, the practitioner should “provide only the care requested by the referral” 

(Brauchler, 2005. p. 60). The establishment of referrals is critical when developing and 

maintaining a private practice (Vineberg, 2005). 

Professional organizations. 

The private practitioner who 1s working alone can use professional organizations to 
> S 

remain current on clinical topics such as “licensure, insurance, and ethics” (Wunsch, 2005, p. 

140). These organizations may offer conferences with continuing education opportunities as  



well as the ability to market to peers. Wunsch (2005) discusses the importance of staying 

involved in professional organizations. These organizations can be an “excellent source for 

employment and independent contractor opportunities, available office space, and the 

advertisement of specific offerings such as workshops and presentations” (p. 137). Through 

involvement in a professional organization, the practitioner remains current on developments 

in the profession. A music therapist would maintain involvement with the American Music 

Therapy Association, the Certification Board for Music Therapists, as well as regional and 

state organizations for support in the development and maintenance of the private practice. 

Music Therapy Private Practice Development 

Since the 1980s, the number of music therapists in private practice has increased 

(Reuer, 2007). Private practice is one way to acquire a position in music therapy where the 

therapist's geographic location might not offer one (Silverman & Hairston, 2005), and it 

offers flexibility and independence of both work schedule and clientele. The music therapist 

can develop many businesses for a private practice. They include contractual services, 

consultative services, music therapy studio, a full-time job plus private employment and an 

owner of a music therapy clinic (Knoll & Henry. 2010). The American Music Therapy 

Association currently supports private practice music therapists by lobbying for 

reimbursement of services. Silverman and Hairston (2005) found that “legislative and 

reimbursement insurance issues have a direct influence on the successtulness of each new 

person’s private practice” (p. 270). 

Music therapists entering private practice must be able to compete in the current 

healthcare system (Dziwak & Geller, 1988), and show cost effectiveness of the practice.  
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Cost effectiveness can be difficult to determine when the therapist is not delivering a product, 

but a service. Therefore, the therapist must keep costs down while actively addressing and 

documenting client outcomes. To document this effectively, the therapist should have 

detailed progress notes that indicate specific goals and objectives. Oliver (1989) offers 

several tips for making the music therapy product attractive to individuals and facilities. They 

include adapting the program to each facility, providing equipment. offering services in 

either the patient’s home or a facility, charging a set fee for the service, and therapist- 

provided benefits and insurance. The music therapy services offered should also be 

evaluated, which can be achieved either personally, or through a formal or informal process 

(Knoll & Henry, 2010). The formal or informal evaluations could be completed by clients, 

the clients family members, caregivers, administrators. and/ or peers. 

Another way the therapist can compete in the current healthcare system is by having a 

“commitment to quality services” (Knoll & Henry, 2010, p. 36). This commitment requires 

the therapist to have the characteristics of timeliness and dependability, preparedness for 

sessions, an intense work ethic, an appropriate attitude and appearance, cooperativeness. 

appropriate communication skills, accessibility, respect for others, and professional 

boundaries and ethics. However, the therapist should already have these and other personality 

characteristics to enter into private practice. 

Many personality characteristics have been identified as necessary for music 

therapists in private practice. These are confidence, flexibility, organization, patience. self- 

initiative, forethought, a diplomat, and the ability to ask for help (Knoll & Henry, 2010). The 

music therapist who is able to state personal goals and values, establish a plan. take charge in  
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various situations and be able to sell themselves and the product, will be on the right path for 

a successful private practice. 

Since procuring clients and maintaining the practice is a complex and self-driven 

task, private practice music therapists should also be highly motivated, organized, persistent 

and patient. Conant and Young (1996) stated that the music therapist wishing to work in 

private practice should excel as a “therapist, bookkeeper, accountant, salesperson, marketing 

expert, secretary, administrator and janitor” (p. 56). 

The therapist can continue developing the private practice once he/she determines the 

necessary personality characteristics. The next task will be to develop a business plan. 

Obtaining a format for the plan will assist the music therapist in analyzing each role of the 

private practitioner. 

Developing the business plan. 

A business plan must be developed prior to serving clients or marketing the practice. 

However. before the development of the business plan there should be a personal and 

professional assessment of the therapist's personal and professional goals and values. Reuer 

(1996) states. “One’s values and goals are an important part of the creation, growth. and 

maintenance of an independent private practice” (p. 16). The practice must incorporate and 

illustrate the therapists’ style, which includes the goals, values, beliefs and personality of the 

therapist (Reuer, 1996). Oliver (1989) feels that the therapist should assess the practicality of 

the business; available personal resources, including contacts, financial stability, and 

assets/skills; risk factors, including time, patience, discipline, liability and overhead: and the 

business structure. Many music therapists beginning a private practice enter into a sole-  
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proprietorship in which the therapist is personally responsible for the business. The therapist 

should make contact with the local small business bureau and/or a lawyer to request 

assistance in developing the business plan in conjunction with federal, state and local laws. 

Oliver (1989) lists three questions to answer in preparing the business plan. They 

include, what (is the business), why (start the business) and how (will the business be 

developed). Kane (1990) offers a seven-section business plan outline that includes an 

introduction, and identifying the product, the target market, the competition, in addition to 

marketing, managing and handling the finances of the private practice. Knoll and Henry 

(2010) offer an eight-section business plan format that includes the mission statement or 

purpose, general description of the business and services, structure of the business, target 

market, marketing plan. financial plan, quality assurance plan with policies and procedures, 

and a contingency plan. 

Developing the necessary forms for documentation may be completed as part of the 

business plan or following the creation of the plan. These forms include referrals, 

assessments, recommendations for services, treatment plans/goals and objectives, music 

therapy strategies/lesson plans, data collection. progress notes and reports, and termination 

recommendation (Knoll & Henry, 2010). 

Further, one of the first steps in developing the private practice and the business plan 

is to determine what client population will be served, types of services to be provided, and 

identification of a “niche” within the current market (Reuer, 1996). Personal reflection will 

assist the music therapist in identitying the therapeutic skills that will determine the clientele 

in which to focus service. Focusing on the populations that the therapist has experience and  



advanced training will yield greater positive results with clientele (Silverman & Hairston, 

2005). The music therapist must further identify which populations are lacking services 

within the chosen geographic location. If the music therapist has experience with a 

population that is lacking services then the therapist has established a “niche” and may now 

determine a marketing strategy. 

Marketing. 

Marketing a private practice is essential its success. The music therapist should 

identify a list of agencies on which to focus the initial marketing of the practice (O’Brien & 

Goldstein, 1985). Increasing the visibility of the business and the therapist as well as 

continued marketing is key to obtaining customers (Knoll, Henry, & Knoll, 2008). The 

therapist can develop presentations for various audiences, volunteer work and/or offer a pilot 

program to the identified agencies (O’Brien & Goldstein, 1985; Knoll. Henry, & Reuer, 

1999; Knoll, Henry, & Knoll, 2008) and follow up with the agency. A “multi-pronged 

marketing plan” (Knoll, Henry, & Knoll, 2008. pg. 7) and marketing materials should be 

developed. Marketing materials include resumes, brochures, program proposals. videotapes. 

business cards, advertisements. formal announcements and a web site (Knoll, Henry, & 

Reuer, 1999). The therapist can also provide recitals or public performances as a way of 

increasing visibility (Knoll & Henry, 2010). The actual work done by the therapist is one 

other aspect of marketing the business. Knoll and Henry (2008) state that the “best 

advertising is superior work™ (p. 42). 

Wilhelm (2004) found that the top three marking strategies stated by private practice 

music therapists who work with the adult psychiatric and geriatric populations are word of  
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mouth, presentations and business cards. They are followed by brochures and conferences for 

adult psychiatric care and conferences and private meetings for the geriatric setting. “Word 

of mouth” was the top listed marketing strategy by music therapists in a private practice 

representative of the nine populations studied. 

Knoll, Henry, and Knoll (2008) further discuss marketing a music therapy private 

practice. For the therapist to obtain customers/agencies through marketing, he/she must first 

locate the potential customers. This may be done by developing a market list of agencies, 

organizations and businesses that may provide services to the client base. This list must be 

continually updated. The therapist must then research the potential agency prior to 

approaching him/her. 

The therapist’s research into agencies should yield information including structure, 

mission statement, decision makers, client base, services offered, sources of funding. and 

ethical considerations if working with this agency (Knoll & Henry. 2010). When approaching 

a potential agency, the therapist should know who to contact. be specific in what job is being 

presented. be ready to make him/her an offer they can not refuse. and be prepared to follow 

up or move on when necessary (Knoll, Henry, & Knoll, 2008). After developing the business 

and marketing plans, the music therapist should determine how to maintain the private 

practice. 

Maintaining the private practice. 

Behnke (1996) offers nine ways to maintain a private music therapy practice. First, a 

business resource library should be established. This library will consist of materials for 

marketing, organizational methods, technology advances, personal growth/ professional  
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development, and materials specific to client populations. The therapist should participate in 

community-based business education, specifically for small businesses. 

Behneke (1996) also states that the music therapist should routinely look at his/her 

fee structure and alter it as necessary since sufficient finances must be present to sustain the 

private practice and recruit and sustain contracts. Another way to maintain the private 

practice is to use music therapy clinical skills when working with other professionals and to 

participate in a diverse professional network. The therapist should follow a daily routine that 

includes prioritization of duties. The personal office space should be examined periodically 

to make sure it is still working for the business. The private practicing music therapist should 

also examine his/her accomplishments on a regular basis. 

Knoll and Henry (2010). discuss the importance to which the therapist must take care 

of him or her self as a part of maintaining the private practice. The therapist should be able to 

balance business and personal priorities, as well as manage time and stress. Such continued 

maintenance will help ensure success. 

Population statistics in private practice. 

A review of the literature revealed that most music therapists in private practice work 

in the areas of special education, geriatrics, developmental disabilities and psychiatric 

populations (Silverman & Hairston, 2005; Wilhelm, 2004). It was also found that private 

practice music therapists working in the psychiatric environment serve the adult population 

more than children and adolescents (Wilhelm, 2004). 

Music therapists who work in private practice music therapy with the adult 

psychiatric and geriatric populations have four main payment and funding sources: private  



pay, agency, third-party reimbursement and grants. Wilhelm (2004) found that 73% of 

geriatric and 72% of adult psychiatric care private practice music therapists received private 

payment for services, while 68% of geriatric and 44% of adult psychiatric care were paid 

through an agency. They also found that 26% of geriatric and 40% of adult psychiatric care 

were paid through third party reimbursement and 35% of geriatric and 16% of adult 

psychiatric were paid by a grant. 

According to the 2009 American Music Therapy Member Sourcebook (AMTA, 

2009), 247 (11.8%) music therapists worked in private practice or self-employment, and had 

an average yearly salary of $50,227. It was also reported that seven music therapists started a 

private practice in 2008 and zero private practices closed. Twenty-six percent of music 

therapists who worked with the mental health population as well as the elderly and 

Alzheimer’s populations combined. The K-12 school setting reported the most new full-time 

music therapy jobs (15) in 2008. which was directly followed by self-employed/private 

practice (13). There were eleven full-time music therapy jobs created in the nursing 

home/assisted living category and ten new full-time music therapy jobs created in the 

category of private music therapy agency in 2008. These numbers illustrate the growing trend 

of private practice music therapists who work with the geriatric and psychiatric populations. 

However, in a large metropolitan area where there is a large and diverse population, there 

may not be enough music therapists to serve the large client base of the area. 

Music Therapy in St. Louis, Missouri 

Missouri is located within the Mid-Western Region (MWR) of the American Music 

Therapy Association (AMTA). According to the 2009 Member Sourcebook (AMTA, 2009),  
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there are 116 members of the AMTA in Missouri. Out of those 116, twenty-nine responded 

that the number of facilities and clients served totaled 132 facilities and 3.466 clients. One 

area of Missouri is the St. Louis Metropolitan area, which has fifty-two board certified music 

therapists (CBMT, 2009). 

The St. Louis, Missouri metropolitan area can be divided into several regions. These 

are Metro St. Louis, South St. Louis County. North St. Louis County, West St. Louis County, 

and South St. Louis County/Jefferson County. Among these divisions, it is possible to 

develop a specific area to focus a business. A search of approximately a fifteen mile radius 

from a South County/Jefferson County location (Fenton, MO) while staying west of the 

Mississippi River, southwest of Interstate 270 and east of Interstate 44/50, there are twenty- 

two facilities classified as nursing homes. three adult day care centers and two large mental 

health departments. While approximately ten Board Certified — Music Therapists reside in 

this area (CBMT., 2009), only one is classified as working in private practice (AMTA. 2009). 

Considering the vast amount of community agencies, programs, nursing homes, and 

adult homes servicing the adult psychiatric and dementia populations in the area of Fenton, 

Missouri, and considering the limited number of music therapists, it can be determined that 

there are a number of community agencies and nursing facilities not offering music therapy. 

Currently, there are no posted full-time music therapy jobs in the St. Louis Metropolitan area 

with these two populations. Therefore, the purpose of this project is to develop a business 

plan for a music therapy private practice to service community agencies and nursing facilities 

in stated St. Louis Metropolitan area.  



Author/Developer 

The author of this project is an adult female board certified music therapist who 

resides in the St. Louis, Missouri metropolitan area. The author does not currently work full- 

time as a music therapist and attempted to begin a private practice in the St. Louis, Missourt 

area. The author has ten years experience working in both the nursing home and psychiatric 

settings. 

Materials and Procedure 

Personal and professional reflection was completed regarding the author’s goals, 

desires and areas of improvement. This was done by completing the Music Therapy-Mini 

Course Exploring Career Options (Knoll, Henry, & Knoll, 2008). Following the completion 

of this course. the author retlected upon the knowledge gained and developed a detailed list 

of personal and professional goals from the guidelines set by Earle. Barnes and Beigel 

(1999). After the personal and professional reflection and goal setting, the author formulated 

the business plan. 

The business plan format was developed from two separate business plan guidelines. 

Kane (1990) outlined a business plan for the music therapist developing a private practice, 

while Friedman and Yorio (2003) offered a similar, yet more detailed business plan for the 

woman starting her own business.  



Sections of the business plan. 

Executive summary. 

The executive summary is the first section of the business plan. It includes the 

mission statement of the private practice, the founder’s professional title, the location of the 

practice, and the services offered. The author will identified a specific section of the St. Louis 

metropolitan area in which to locate the private practice. 

Market Analysis. 

The market analysis is the second section of the business plan. The author determined 

the target market and the population to be served. The author identified specific populations 

in which she has experience and knowledge treating and analyzed potential facilities, 

agencies, organizations and services that are available in the chosen geographical location. A 

competitive analysis of similar services in the area was completed. The author contacted her 

county of residence and determined what licenses and permits are required for the private 

practice. 

Product and service. 

The third section of the business plan serves to identity the product or service offered. 

The author gave a more detailed description of this service, including what types of sessions 

will be offered (group or individual) and where the sessions will take place. The author also 

included her philosophy of music therapy. 

Organization and management. 

Next, the author identified how the private practice will be organized and managed. 

The legal structure of the business was determined at this time. This section also included  



who will manage the various business aspects of the business. This includes marketing, 

purchasing, and bookkeeping. 

Finances. 

Fees for services were outlined in this section of the business plan. The author 

determined the current fees as set by music therapists in the Mid-Western Region of the 

American Music Therapy Association and the states of Missouri and Illinois. 

The author developed a list of start up costs for the private practice. The costs 

involved include marketing materials. instruments, licenses, permits, music 

books/recordings, as well as the appropriate insurances. Next, the author determined what 

costs will be fixed or variable and determined the monthly budget. A three-year financial 

projection was completed and included start up costs. a balance sheet, and a cash-flow 

statement. From this projection. the participant determined the capital needed to start the 

business. 

Marketing plan. 

The author first developed marketing goals. Locations were then identified for initial - 
C 

marketing. The author determined how the practice will be marketed (promotional materials, 

web site, public relations, advertising, direct mail, speaking engagements, and community 

participation). 

Evaluation 

After the formulation of the business plan, there was an evaluation of the business 

plan. Since the music therapy private practice will be located in Jefferson County, Missouri, 

contact was made with the Jefferson County Missouri branch of the Missouri Small Business  
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and Technology Development Centers (MSBTDC). Individualized consultation was provided 

to the author on the developed business plan by MSBTDC. 

Ethical Considerations 

When developing a private practice, it is important to follow a code of ethics. Music 

Therapists must adhere to the American Music Therapy Association Code of Ethics (AMTA, 

2009). Within this document are codes that private practitioners. including those currently in 

practice and those who may start a practice in the future, should pay particular attention. 

The music therapist must practice within the scope of their knowledge and training, 

thus the private practice should serve clients and populations in which the music therapist 1s 

knowledgeable. Code 6.2 states that the music therapist should “abide by federal, state, and 

local regulations relevant to self-employment including but not limited to professional 

liability, registering and maintaining a business, tax codes and liability, confidentiality and 

reimbursement” (p. 25). By adhering to this code, the music therapist will establish a legally 

operating business. 

All forms and materials developed for the business should be ethical and accurate. 

The music therapist must identify “qualifications, titles and professional affiliations 

accurately” (p. 24). Marketing materials such as announcement cards, brochures, letterhead, 

business cards and the internet are allowed by the AMTA Code of Ethics, though all 

materials must have a “dignified appearance” (p. 26). These marketing materials may also be 

used in the announcement of services. Such announcements, however, should not knowingly 

target clients of other music therapists and should be accurate.  
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It is also important for the music therapist to be familiar with the AMTA Standards of 

Clinical Practice (AMTA., 2009). These standards address the skills required by music 

therapists, as well as population and specific information as to a work environment. Private 

practice music therapists have a separate section in the Standards of Clinical Practice and 

must “adhere to the standards of other applicable music therapy service areas” (AMTA, 

2009, p. 22). The private practice address obtaining contracts, acknowledging referral 

sources, assessment, documentation and continuing education. By developing the private 

practice in accordance with ethical codes and standards of practice, the music therapist will 

have the foundation for an ethically sound private practice. 

 



Results 

Personal Reflection 

In order to achieve thorough personal reflection, the author completed the Music 

Therapy-Mini Course Exploring Career Options (Knoll, Henry, & Knoll, 2008) and was able 

to determine why music therapy was chosen as a career, the author’s priorities and goals, a 

personal professional profile, music therapy areas in which to serve, possible job options, and 

available resources. Each chapter of the mini-course was accompanied by an audio 

discussion and worksheet for the author to complete. 

The author found that her desire to become a music therapist stemmed from her 

mother’s intuition and an interest in the coursework. If music therapy was not chosen as a 

career, then the author probably would have considered another therapy such as occupational; 

speech, or physical therapy. or a counseling degree, as these are related fields in which the 

author is also interested. The author hopes to achieve success as a therapist and as a private 

practitioner. 

The author has a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Music Therapy and is currently fulfilling 

the requirements for the Master of Arts Degree in Music Therapy. She completed a six- 

month internship at a Veterans Affairs Medical Center, has training in Music Assisted 

Childbirth, Level I training in Guided Imagery in Music, and has been board certified in 

music therapy since 2007. Along with her training, the author has professional work 

experience serving geriatric and adult clients, specifically those with dementia and psychosis, 

within nursing home and hospital settings.  
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It is important that everyone have both personal and professional support networks. 

For this author her family, close friends, past and current co-workers, and music therapy 

colleagues offer the necessary support. Through a positive support system, the author will be 

surrounded by those who will encourage and assist with the development of the business and 

its continued success. 

When asked to identify areas that may need improvement, the author found that 

written communication needs the most improvement. along with developing knowledge of 

business skills, self-confidence and self-motivation. However, the author feels that she has 

adequate skills in using music therapeutically, adapting to clients needs, and adhering to the 

professions codes and standards of practice. Personal qualities the author possesses include, 

but are not limited to. commitment. dependability, energy. enthusiasm. tlexibility, 

responsibility and sense of humor. 

The populations that the author wishes to serve also determine the work settings in 

which the author would prefer to work. Based on professional experience and education, the 

author wishes to serve the populations related to adults and geriatrics with psychiatric 

diagnoses, such as dementia and mental health disorders. In the future, the author also wishes 

to serve chronic pain, medical conditions, neurological impairment. substance abuse and 

terminal illness. Facilities in which the author would like to work include adult day care 

facilities, assisted-living programs, in-home music therapy, hospitals, nursing care centers 

and a music therapy clinic/studio. Within these work settings, the author would like to serve 

clients as a direct service provider, consultant and as a self-employed music therapist.  
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The author found that private practice music therapists would be a leading resource in 

developing a private practice career, followed by clinicians with private practices in related 

fields. Music therapy organizations at the local, state, regional and national level will also be 

a leading resource. The author should continue to seek out information in journals and related 

literature. 

Goal Setting 

As part of the Music Therapy Mini-Course, and through completion of the self- 

assessment found in Earle, Barnes and Biegel (1999), a list of short-term and long-term 

personal and professional goals can be determined. They include: 

Personal goals. 

Take part in a hobby regularly, achieve a healthy balance as a wife, mother, friend 

and family member, become active in spiritual activities, and continue with regular social 

engagements. 

Professional goals: short-term. 

Complete graduate studies, obtain 6—10 hours of contract work each week, continue 

with current music therapy contracts, achieve involvement in local music therapy 

organization, and continue involvement in regional and national music therapy organizations. 

Professional goals: long-term. 

Fully develop a private practice, obtain 20-30 hours of music therapy contracts per 

week, volunteer in local civic organizations, and continue meeting short-term goals. 

After completing the self-assessment and reflection process, the author has a better 

understanding of what she wishes for her personal and professional life, as well as short- and  
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long-term goals. Through an awareness of areas for improvement, and her priorities, values 

and areas to serve, the author can develop a private practice that supports these findings. 

The Business Plan 

Executive summary. 

This music therapy private practice is founded by Laura C. Myers, MT-BC. Ms. 

Myers has been a board certified music therapist for eight years. She has provided music 

therapy services in nursing homes, hospitals and psychiatric settings. Along with providing 

professional music therapy services in these settings, Ms. Myers has also provided a 

therapeutic activity program. 

The therapist's private residence will serve as the home office of the private practice. 

However. clients will not be seen in the therapist’s home, as the therapist will travel to 

various settings to meet with clients. Geographically, services will be focused in the 

southwest side of St. Louis, Missouri, including parts of St. Louis County and Jefferson 

County. Facilities serving those suffering from dementia and psychiatric illnesses will be the 

focus of this music therapy private practice. 

Mission statement. 

The music therapy private practice will guide clients to promote therapeutic healing 

and growth through music. In addition, the private practice will actively promote advocacy 

and education of music therapy. 

Market analysis. 

The target market for the music therapy private practice will be adults and geriatric 

persons who have dementia and/or various psychiatric diagnoses. Services will be provided  



at various settings that serve this clientele, such as nursing care centers, adult day care 

centers and programs, as well as other agencies and organizations that may provide services 

to these individuals. 

In the chosen geographical location, there are twenty-two nursing care centers, three 

adult day care centers and two large mental health departments. There are approximately ten 

board certified music therapists within the selected market area (CMBT, 2010). Of those ten, 

only one is classified as working in private practice (AMTA, 2009). Various home-based 

medical care clinics are available: however, not one has been found to offer music therapy 

services to the chosen market. 

This business will be based out of the therapist's private residence in Jefferson 

County, Missouri. As the therapist lives in an unincorporated section of Jefferson County, no 

business permit is required; however, Jefferson County Missouri requires all county-based 

businesses to obtain a Merchant's License. 

The therapist will register a Fictitious Name with the State of Missouri. The Fictitious 

Name will be the name of the music therapy private practice and will allow the therapist to 

conduct business under a name other than her given name. A Tax Identification Number will 

be obtained to avoid using the therapist's social security number for business purposes. 

Product and service. 

This private practice will focus on music therapy services to adults and geriatric 

persons. with a further focus on those who have been diagnosed with dementia and/or a 

psychotic disorder. The therapist will provide group and individual music therapy sessions to  



clients, as well as consultative and educational sessions. These services will take place at 

various agencies and facilities as well as in the client’s private residence. 

Group music therapy. 

Facilities and agencies will contract with the music therapy private practice 

for small or large group music therapy. 

Small group sessions will vary from 2-10 participants; large group sessions 

will consist of more than 10 participants. 

Each participant will be referred by interdisciplinary team members and 

assessed by the music therapist prior to or at their first group attendance. 

The music therapist will adapt the group to meet each participant’s needs as 

well as meeting treatment plan goals. 

Individual music therapy. 

The music therapy private practice will provide individual music therapy 

sessions through a contract with an agency or a client's care provider. 

The music therapist will assess the client for the appropriateness of music 

therapy services prior to beginning treatment. This assessment will allow for 

the development of a treatment plan. 

Each session will be adapted for the individual client and work towards 

meeting the goals set by the treatment plan. 

Consultative services. 

Agencies may contact the music therapy private practice for consultation on 

the current use of music at the agency.  



Educational services. 

The music therapist of the private practice is available to organizations and 

ago 
o encies for educational experiences and/or in-services. 

Each educational experience will be adapted for the audience it is presented 

to. 

These educational experiences can consist of live demonstration, active music 

making. audience participation and/or verbal discussion. 

Organization and management. 

This private practice will be a sole-proprietorship. Therefore, all management and 

business decisions will be made by the therapist and she will further provide all music 

therapy services. The therapist will prepare and execute all marking and control all 

purchasing and inventory. An accountant may be hired to assist with tax preparation. and it 

will be the responsibility of the therapist to compile all materials necessary for tax 

preparation. 

Marketing and referrals. 

To begin the marketing process marketing goals must be established. These goals will 

be both long and short-term and will focus on the amount of music therapy contracts 

obtained from the marketing. 

Long-term marketing goal. 

Obtain 15 hours of music therapy contracts per week within a year after finalizing business 

plan.  



Short-term marketing goal. 

Obtain 6 hours of music therapy contracts per week within 6 months after finalizing business 

plan. 

Marketing will be focused on facilities classified as nursing homes, adult day care 

centers and mental health departments located within the selected geographical location. 

Initial marketing will take place at facilities located within five miles of the therapist's 

residence. After the initial marketing is completed, additional locations will be identified. 

Initial marketing materials to be developed include business cards, brochures, 

stationary, phone and person-to-person contact. Future marketing materials will consist of a 

website, public relations and speaking engagements. 

Marketing plan. 

Each facility administrator. rehabilitation director, social worker and activity director 

will receive a letter along with a brochure and business card announcing the music 

therapy private practice. 

One week after receiving the letter. the music therapist will make telephone contact 

with those targeted in step #1 to verify the letter was received. 

As part of the follow-up phone conversation, the therapist will request to schedule a 

meeting to discuss how music therapy can serve the facility’s residents. During the in- 

person meeting, a free hour of music therapy service will be offered to provide a 

demonstration of the services offered. 

A thank you letter will be sent immediately following the visit. 

Verbal follow up will continue monthly  



In conjunction with active marketing to local facilities and agencies, the private 

practice will also obtain clients through direct referrals. Referral sources may consist but are 

not limited to staff from facilities served by the music therapy private practice, family 

members of clients served by the private practice, attendees at educational experiences 

offered by the music therapist, local professionals in related fields (social workers, therapists, 

rehabilitation centers, doctor’s offices, hospitals, hospital and healthcare facility discharge 

planners, etc.). 

Referral plan. 

Marketing materials such as brochures and business cards will be kept with the music 

therapist at all times for distribution as necessary. 

Each person met will be treated as a potential referral source. 

Local professionals in related fields will be sent information announcing the music 

therapy private practice. Follow up with the professionals will be made to set up a 

meeting to discuss how music therapy could add to their client's treatment, and 

request to display marketing materials at the office. 

Local civic and health organizations will be contacted to offer a music therapy 

educational experience tor the members. 

Finances. 

The financial success of this business will rely on the total amount of hours worked, 

which is directly related to the set fee for service. To set the fee-for-services, the current 

profile of self-employment rates of music therapists must be determined. According to the 

American Music Therapy Association Member Sourcebook (2009), the average hourly rate  



for individual sessions ranged from $56.00- $70.00. For group services, the session rate 

ranged from $47.00 - $68.00. The session rate for assessment services ranged from $72.00- 

$94.00. To narrow the range, it is necessary to look at the various rates for self-employed 

music therapists within the Midwestern Region of the American Music Therapy Association. 

Individual session rates averaged at $57.13 per hour, group session rates averaged at $47.15 

per hour and assessment rates averaged at $70.35 per hour. Based on this information and the 

therapists work experience, the following fee for service was developed: 

Individual Sessions: $65.00/ hour 

Group Sessions: $55.00/ hour 
Assessment: $75.00/ hour 

The above fees include session preparation, documentation and travel expenses. Fees for 

other requested services, such as consultation and speaking engagements. will be developed 

at the time of request. 

There will be a variety of start up costs for the music therapy private practice. 

Marketing materials required at the start up of the business will consist otf brochures and 

business cards. Instruments will be purchased to supplement the current instrument inventory 

of the music therapist. The necessary office materials needed to begin the business will 

consist mainly of printer paper and ink. To begin this business in Jetferson County Missouri, 

a merchant’s license must be obtained at the cost of $50.00. The music therapist can obtain 

individual liability coverage from a large liability insurance company for $301.25 a year. To 

complete three years of financial projections, a spreadsheet from (Appendices B- F) was 

obtained to calculate the projections (Score.org, 2008).  



Start-up funds. (see Appendix B) 

As the business will be based out of the therapist’s private residence, there will be no 

required start-up funds for fixed assets such as real estate, buildings and furniture. For the 

operating capital, a full year’s amount of liability coverage is budgeted. There is $200.00 for 

beginning inventory, which will allow the therapist to purchase instruments to supplement 

the therapist's current instrument inventory. The supplies budgeted amount will consist of 

$200.00 for the development of marketing materials such as business cards, letterhead and 

brochures. One year of coverage for the various licenses the author will need is also budgeted 

in the required start-up funds for $380.00. This amount will cover the Merchants License. 

annual dues for the Certification Board for Music Therapists, annual dues for the American 

Music Therapy Association, and annual dues for the St. Louis Music Therapy Association. 

The total amount of the start-up funds is $1.581, which will be covered 100% by the 

therapist. 

Fixed Operating Expenses. (See Appendix C) 

The fixed operating expenses consist of items that are budgeted monthly. This 

business will have minimal fixed operating expenses. Each month $50.00 will be budgeted 
o 

for advertising, which will consist of the preparation of marketing materials and other 

advertising that may follow initial marketing. The total of all dues and licenses that are due 

each year will be broken down into a monthly amount of $32.00. This amount will be held 

each month in the businesses account until the dues are to be paid. These dues consist of the 

American Music Therapy Association, Certification Board for Music Therapists, Merchants 

License, and the St. Louis Music Therapy Association. The total amount of $301.25 will be  
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broken down into monthly installments of $25.00. Fifty dollars each month will be budgeted 

for legal and professional fees. This will include accounting fees. This amount is set high and 

can be modified at the time an accountant and lawyer are obtained by the therapist. 

Accounting services will be used quarterly for the submission of self-employment taxes. 

Repairs and maintenance will have a budget of $20.00 each month for the up keep of 

instruments, such as drumheads and guitar strings and repairs. Supplies for the business will 

have a budget of $50.00 each month. which will cover office supplies and therapy supplies. 

Office supplies will be a minimal cost, therefore the majority of the money will cover 

instruments, music and props purchases for the business. The total of the monthly fixed 

operating expenses will be $247.00 with a 3.00% increase for years two and three. The 

3.00% 1s to show natural growth and intlation. 

Income Statement. (See Appendix D) 

For Year 1, the beginning cash balance is the $500.00 of working capital the therapist 

contributed. There is a projected income from music therapy services of $1,560. This amount 

is based on an average of 6 hours of music therapy services provided each week for 4 weeks 

at $65.00 an hour. With the monthly fixed operating expenses of $247, taxes, and the 

amortized start-up expenses of $24.00 the net income of Month 1 is $1,050. At Month 7 the 

amount of income from music therapy services is increased to $2.600. This is to represent 

estimated increase of services to achieve the marketing goals of the therapist. At the end of 

Year 1 the net income is $17.88]. 

For Year 2 months 1-6 are identical to months 7-12 of Year 1. In Month 7 of Year 2 

the income is increased to $3.900. This is based on a projected growth of service hours from  
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10 to 15 hours each week. Through the income, fixed business expenses, and other expenses 

the net income for Year 2 is $29,685. There is minimal change from Year 2 to Year 3. The 

income is based on and average of 15 hours each week at $65.00 an hour. The net income of 

Year 3 is $36,200. 

Cash Flow. (See Appendix E) 

The beginning cash balance of month 1 Year 1 of the business is the $500.00 that the 

therapist contributed to the working capital. With a projected income of $1,560 in Month 1 

and subtracting the total cash outflow, there is a total cash flow ot $1,313. After adding in the 

beginning cash balance of $500.00 the operating and ending cash balance is $1.813. At the 

end of Year 1 the total cash inflow totals $24,960. total cash outflows totals $6,786, and the 

cash flow is $18,174. The operating cash balance and ending cash balance of Year 1 is 

$18.674. Self-employment taxes are tallied into the cash flow statement quarterly at months 

3. 6,9, and 12. The beginning cash balance in Year 2 is $18.674 with an ending cash balance 

of $48,653. Year 3 has the beginning cash balance of $48.653 and has an ending cash 

balance of $85,147. 

Balance Sheet. (See Appendix I) 

The balance sheets calculate the total assets. and total liabilities and owner’s equity to 

verity that the Statement is balanced. The Statement is balanced at the base period and at the 

end of each year. Each statement is balanced for this business based on the financial 

projections stated earlier. 

These financial projections do not include expenses such as vehicle expenses, and the 

therapist's salary. The vehicle expenses such as fuel and maintenance will be added into the  



projected expenses once music therapy contracts are obtained and the mileage can be 

calculated. Prior to starting the business, a bank account will be acquired for all business 

transactions. 

Business Plan Review/ Evaluation 

The completed business plan was sent for review by Greg Tucker of the University of 

Missouri Extension Small Business and Technology Development Centers of Jefferson 

College, which is based in Jefferson County, Missouri. Mr. Tucker read the business plan and 

provided feedback as to the content and structure of the business (personal communication, 

June 10, 2010). 

In the executive summary, Mr. Tucker stated that the plan is written to address a 

business, and that the word “business” should be utilized when referring to the private 

practice. For example, instead of stating, “This music therapy private practice...” it should 

be reworded as, “The business being developed here is a Music Therapy Private Practice”. In 

addition to utilizing “business”, it was suggested that all acronyms and titles be explained 

and defined. This would include defining “MT-BC™ as Music Therapist-Board Certified. 

There could also be further explanation of the board certification status. 

Within the market analysis, the chosen geographical area needs to be more clearly 

defined. It was suggested using zip codes to illustrate the geographical areas in which the 

business will focus. He also asked that the plan include how many potential clients would be 

assumed by the therapist. The legal structure chosen for this business was left out of the 

business plan and Mr. Tucker reminded the author to add it.  
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The finances section was lacking the information on how the author will collect the 

fee for service. This fee will need to be determined and added into the plan. Mr. Tucker also 

commented on the fact that a salary was not included in the budget, in which case, if a salary 

is not set, he questions the purpose of the business. However, at the present time, the 

household finances, medical insurance and life insurance are covered by the authors husband, 

and any income the author 1s presently receiving supplements the household income, but is 

not necessary for the monthly budget. The above suggestions made by Mr. Tucker will be 
o 

added into the business plan to further develop it prior to the start of the business. 

 



Conclusion 

The development of this business plan has been a lengthy and challenging process, 

which started with the author’s desire to begin a music therapy private practice. However, to 

reach final product, the author had to research a great deal of information. For example, the 

author had to explore the populations the private practice will serve and how to begin this 

type of business. 

This process has been time consuming, yet rewarding. The bulk of time used to 

develop this business was taken up by research into the necessary areas of music therapy, 

private practice and business related to the type of music therapy private practice that the 

author wished to establish. Determining the clientele to serve was not a difficult decision, and 

the author chose the clientele based on a need in the community and her skills and experience 

as a music therapist. Reading articles and books related to private, practice development in 

music therapy and related professions assisted in an understanding of the unique structure 

and management of a private practice. However, the author’s lack of business experience 

proved the biggest challenge when developing the business aspects of the plan. Not only did 

financial projections need to be developed for the first three years of the business, but also 

there had to be a complete understanding of each section of the financial projections. 

Once all the literature was reviewed by the author, there was a process of 

brainstorming, which took a significant amount of time. It became very important to the 

author to have a complete understanding of the business being developed prior to writing the 

business plan. This included the knowledge gained in the literature review and the author’s 

personal views on how the business should be structured.  
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Through the research, the author learned many things about music therapy, business 

practice and about the author herself. As a music therapist. with experience working with 

those who have dementia and/or a psychiatric disorder, the author has witnessed how music 

can assist in the treatment of these individuals. After choosing these populations for the 

business, the therapist needed to justify the use of music with these populations. The sense of 

justification was at times very frustrating for the author. Therefore. the author needed to look 

at the use of music with the chosen populations from the perspective of those who would be 

approached to contract for music therapy services to (administrators. social workers, 

physicians, care centers, etc.). The author’s experience with these populations will assist with 

the discussion of the private practice during marketing attempts and educational sessions. 

Before beginning this project, it seemed to the author that just obtaining music 

therapy contracts for services could lead to a private practice. However, after reviewing 

private practice development literature, it became very clear that there was much more to 

consider and understand. The development of a business plan was stressed in much of the 

literature reviewed. This led the author to seek detailed information on the development of a 

business plan. This led to the discovery of additional areas of a business that needed to be 

explored, such as market analysis, marketing plans. and finances. Each of these areas further 

revealed more business terminology of which the author was untamiliar. In order to complete 

the business plan the author needed to understand the business terminology. 

Self-employment has always had an appeal to the author. When working a full-time 

job at various institutions, the author always seemed to desire autonomy. Throughout her life, 

the author would frequently think about starting her own business. Once her music therapy  
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training was completed, creating a private practice seemed to be the most logical choice. The 

author discovered during the development of the business plan that her desire to have her 

own business has not faltered; however, she began to have feelings of self-doubt. Will the 

author be able to obtain contracts during the tough economic times? Will perspective contract 

sites be open to the thought of music therapy? Will the author be able to find a balance 

between providing therapy services and keeping track of the finances of the business? The 

author believes that these thoughts are formed though a fear of failure. During the research 

process, the author continued to feel a desire to begin a private practice and develop 

something she has been wishing for since childhood. 

Despite the feelings of self-doubt, the author still wishes to begin a private practice. 

The process of creating the business plan has helped the author feel prepared to begin a 

private practice. The author began to feel a sense of autonomy and this feeling led the author 

to have a strong sense of ownership of the private practice, and the desire to finalize the 

business plan and set a start date. However, many more tasks must be completed before the 

business can begin. 

The preparation of the business plan was just one step of many to begin a private 

practice. After finalizing the business plan, the author will need to begin other business 

preparation tasks, such as taking courses related to music therapy private practice 

development and general business development. Completing the Music Works mini-courses 

titled Maximizing Your Career (Knoll, Henry, and Knoll, 2008) and Weathering a Storm 

(Knoll, Henry. and Knoll, 2009) will assist the author in the final steps of the private practice 

development. Maximizing Your Career discusses the issues of job descriptions, stress  



management, time management and offers assistance in the development of business and 

therapy related forms. These forms will need to be completed prior to the start of the 

business. Weathering a Storm will assist the author in the preparedness necessary to handle 

the high and low points during the therapists’ tenure with the business. The author also 

wishes to take courses offered by the Jefferson County Missouri Small Business and 

Technology Development Centers. There are several classes offered online and in the 

classroom, many of which are free or low cost. After completing the music therapy mini- 

courses and business classes, the author hopes to feel more comfortable with maintaining the 

private practice and managing the financial aspects of the business. 

After the mini-courses and the business classes, the author will have many other tasks 

to complete prior to the start of the business. The liability insurance policy must be 

purchased. An accountant will be hired to assist with the finances, and a bookkeeping 

program will be purchased to assist further with the finances. The author will retain a lawyer 

to assist in various business and therapy related issues. Business forms such as billing 

statements, employment contracts, a Health Information Portability Accountability Act 

(HIPAA) form. the policies and procedures for the business, and a statement of 

confidentiality will need to be developed. Forms will also need to be developed for 

documentation purposes, which include a music therapy assessment and a progress note 

form, among others. Office supplies and will need to be purchased, as well as instruments, 

recordings and music for use during therapy sessions. The author will also need to develop 

the business name and logo. Once the business name and logo are developed, the author can 

develop the appropriate marketing materials that will be used in the initial marketing effort  



and a detailed list of potential customers and contracting agencies will be compiled for 

marketing purposes. Once these tasks are completed, the author will be able to add this 

information to the business plan and set a start date to open the business. 

Looking ahead five years, the author hopes to own a successful music therapy private 

practice business. Such success will be demonstrated by continuous financial and client 

growth. The private practice will serve the clientele as initially developed, and services will 

be expanded to include other client populations and early-childhood music development 

classes. The private practice will be recognized by members of the community and local 

government and will be represented at local business and healthcare marketing events. The 

author will continue to adapt the private practice to meet the needs of clients and the 

community; however, only those services which uphold the mission statement of the private 

practice will be provided. 
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Music Therapy Mini-Course 
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' From Exploring Career Options Music Therapy Mini-Course, by C. Knoll, D. Henry and D. Knoll, 2008, 

Stephenville, TX: Music Works Publications. Copyright [2008] by Music Works Publications. Reprinted with 

permission.  



Exploring Career Options 
x 

Music Therapy Mini-Course & © 
From Sa she Wor shablicati ore. com 

  

Am | in the right field? 
Chapter 

Chapter Emphasis: Why do I want te be a music therapist? 

Listen to the audio track for Chapter 1. 

“223 Jot Down kev points on the Chapter | Discussion Outline. 

Discosston Chtline 

1 chose music therapy as my career because: 

I chose music therapy over other therapies and services because: 

If I chose a career other than music therapy, I would choose because: 

1 believe people with disabilities cane 

My motivation for working with individuals with disabilities is: 

What do 1 hope to accomplish in my career as a music therapist?  



Exploring Career Options 
- 

Music Therapy Mini- Course ® i 

  

What are my priorities and goals? 
Chapter 2 

Chapter Emphasis: How do my personal and professional 

priorities and goals fit into my career? 

Listen to the audio track for Chapter 2, 

22 Jot Down key points on the Chapter 2 Discussion Outline. 

Discussion Chatline 

My criteria for professional success include: 

J Benefits 1 Job security 

Ud Choices in geographic location Opportunities for advancement 

0 Financial security Jd Personal fulfillment 

LJ Flexibility in work schedule 0 Other 

My short-term professional goals are: 

My long-term professional goals are: 

My life mission ~ personal and professional ~ includes these elements: 

Within five years, I plan to accomplish the following steps in order to fulfill mv mission: 

 



Rate each personal priority area. A rating of | indicates an area of primary focus by need or 

by choice. A rating of 2 indicates an area of secondary emphasis. A rating of 3 indicates a low- 
priority or an area that can wait. 

  

Area Priority | Goal 
  

Clubs, Organizations 

  

Education 

  

Family 

  

Finances 

  

Friends 

  

Geographic Location 

  

Hobbies, Recreation 

  

Home 

  

Mental Well-being 

  

Personal Projects 

  

Physical Well-being 

  

Sexuality 

  

Spirituality, Church 

  

Volunteer Projects            
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What is my professional profile? 
Chapter 3 

Chapter Emphasis: What do I bring to the table? 

Listen to the audio track for Chapter 3. 

#3 Jot Down kev points on the Chapter 3 Discussion Outline. 

Discussion Outline 

My education and training include: 

My work and volunteer experiences relating to music therapy include: 

Pwantnead more training and expenence in these areas: 

I work best in a spirit of: J teamwork, O competition, or OQ a mixwre of both, 

My professional pet peeves include: 

My current personal and professional support networks consist of:  



1 am able to use music as a therapeutic tool. 

1 am able to adapt therapeutic strategies 

te meet individual client needs. 

1 am able to communicate effectively in writing, 

1 am able to communicate effectively with staff. 

I mm able to communicate affectively with clients, 
* 

I am able to communicate effectively with the client 

families and other caregivers. 

1 am able to communicate effectively with 

professionals outside my work situation. 

I am able to accept authority and constructive criticism. 

attuaton at work. 

Iam familiar with my professional organization, 

its code of ethics, standards of practice, professional 

competencies, and cert fication procedures. 

Business skills 

Comrmuatroent and SVErance 

Creative thinking 

Deacon making 

ndabili 

E and stamina 

Enthusiasm and optimism 

Ethics 

Flexibility 

Leadershi 

tzaton and time mana nt skills 

Problem solving 

Professional ima 

Responsibility 

self-confidence al 

Seli-discipline 

Sel 

vense of hurmor 

format vation 

Stress ma ent skills 

Ud Yes U No WUNeed improvement 

0 Yes 0 No 0 Need improvement 

Od Yes UO No O Need improvement 

UO Yes OU No 0 Need improvement 

U Yes OJ No J Need improvement 

UO Yes UU No U Need improvement 

UJ Yes WU No UJ Need improvement 

3 LI No U Need improvement 

QO No U Need improvement 

» No U Need improvement 

uate | Mead Improvement 

 



Check words that bes 
aprove ment. 

Accepting 

Active 

Audventurous 

Ambitious 

Angry 

o
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Anxious 

Appreciative 

Approachable 

Articulate 
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Committed 
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Controlling 
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Courageous 
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Dedicated 

Dependable 
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Discipline 
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Efficient 

Emotional 

Empathetic 

Enterprising 

Enthusiastic 
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Far-sighted 
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Forgiving 
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b
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J
 

t reflect personal and professional values. Circle areas needing 

Friendly 

Crenerous 

(Gentle 

Se lf-respecting 

Sensitive 

Sincere 

Sociable 
sSpontanecus 

Stressed 

strong 

Successful 
supportive 

i 

Csenuine 

Good-naturad 

Gui fry 

Happy 

Healthy 
Help fi 

Honest 

Humorous 

Thoughtful 

Tolerant 

Trusting 

Unstructured 

Well-adj usted 
Worried 

Imaginative 

Independent 

Intelligent 

Lazy 

Likable 

Logical 

P
H
 
E
L
H
 

E
o
R
 
E
R
 

Loving 
Mature 

Moody 

Objective 

Open-minded 

Optimistic 

Orpaneed 

Patient 

Perceptive 

Persistent 

Persuasive 

Positive 

Pragmatic 

Pr Principled 

Prisductive 
Progressive 
BP 

3 

TOC ras ting ting 

Purposeful 

Realistic 
Reasonable 

B 

¥ 

I 

I 

Eesourceful 

Respectful 

Responsible 

Secure 

seli-motivated  
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Where can | best serve? 
Chapter 4 

Chapter Emphasis: Exploring the broad array of 

populations served by music therapists. 

Listen to the audio track for Chapter 4. 

£5 Jot Down key pomts on the Chapter 4 Discussion Cutline. 

Discussion Outline 

Lam interested in specializing in the following areas of music therapy: 

Abuse, neglect Multiple diagnoses 

Behavior disorder 

Cancer 

Chronic pain 

Aging, Alzheimer’s, dementia 

Developmental disability 

Emotional disturbance 

Failure to thrive, premature birth 

Head mjury 

Hearing impairment 

Learning disability 

Medical conditions 

Mental health 

MNeurclogical impairment 

Orthopedic disability 

Pervasive developmental disorder, autism 

Physical disability 

Post-traumatic stress disorder 

speach impairment 

Stroke 

Substance abuse 

Terminal illness 

Vision impairment 

Other 
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What are my job options? 
Chapters 

Chapter Emphasis: Exploring the broad range of agencies and 

employment options available to music therapists. 

Listen to the audio track for Chapter 3. 

#7 Jot Down key points on the Chapter 5 Discussion Outline. 

Discussion Qutline 

The types of facilities in which I prefer to work are: 

Adult day care Jd Medical hospital 

Assisted-living program J Medical clinic 

Home health provider Rehabilitation facility or clinic 

Hospice UJ Nursing care, convalescent center 

Health care clinic J Residential treativent cents 

Correctional facilities Group home 

OC C
 Public school Community music school 

O Private school University 

. LJ
 

Creative arts clinic Non-profit association 

0
 Research organization Music therapy clinic 

Co In-home music therapy Music therapy studio 

 



I prefer the following type(s) of service delivery: 

Administrator 1 Full-time staff 

Part-time staff J Researcher 

Direct service provider OU Self-employed music therapist 

Educator U Intern Supervisor 

Consultant Ud Other: 

Onher considerations: 
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What resources are available? 

Chapter 6 

Chapter Emphasis: Utihzing resources when developing a career. 

Listen to the audio track for Chapter 6. 

22 Jot Down key points an the Chapter 6 Discussion Outline. 

Discussion Ouiline 

Music therapy professionals 

Other professionals 

Educators, researchers, clinical supervisors 

Professional associations 

Advocacy associations 

Individuals with disabilities and their caregivers 

Facilities and organizations that provide services to individuals with disabilities 
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Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Required Start-Up Funds for a New Business or 
Opening Balance Sheet for an Existing Business 

Required Blart-Up Funds Depraolation 

Flind 2zenic 

Rea Exists 

Bulldings 

Lansehol rerovemsme 

Equipment 

Furnthers and Fhurse 

Wenivies 

ener Flued Acsats 

Total Flved Aceste 

Operating CapHal 

Pra-Qpening Zalarises and Wages 

Prepgatd Incuranise Premiums 

Beginning inventory Snob Pouce sultoiant yaniony 10 COVES IRAXITIUTT Naads Deer 3 pear pericd 

Lagsl and Scacuniing Foes 

Rent Deposits 

Utility Dapachs 

Supplies 

&dwerticing and Fromotlons 

Linances 

ihe InHie 2tart-Up Costs 

Working Capa (Tash On Hand) 5 For existing Businesses, this is the "Dukes of Cask pus recehanes nat sd be 

Total Operative Capital 1,281 De coidscizg ees Debs pad out bob bn the Arstmorth of the plan 

Toa Required Funde 

Lources of Funding BITE ] Loan Rate Tarm x korthe Mork Payments 

Owrar's Cash ipfaction 1CC.00% 

Dutchde Investone 00% 

Addrlony Loans or Debt 

Comumerolal Loan 

Commernial Morigage 

Toax' Sources of Fundng 
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Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Fixed Operating Expenses 

Flesd Operating Ezpances Monthly Yaar Ong ‘Cazr Two 
EE Ein 

Peenace Champs 3.00% 

Eiperaan 

Aotvarilking 

Cav and Truck Expensas 

Commissions and Foag 

Coomirant Labor 

Cradit Gand and Bank Charges 

Customer Dicoounke and Refundc 

Dues 3nd Suheoripiione 

Epbertalinmant 

arance {LlabETy and Proper} 

Frinrmed 

Lega and Prodaselonyl Foss 

Offion Expancss 

Fortage and Deflvs 

Rant {on bucksss property) 

Rant of Vehloles and Equipment 

Paegalrs ard Malnterancs 

Zuppa 

Teiepnons ard Cormermunioations 

Trawsl 

LESIog 

Toi¥ Expances 

ki
 

i 
FY
 

E
e
 

  

R
s
 

=
 “i
 

Zhher Expenses 

Deprooiation 

itoract 

Cuomenerolal Loan 

Commarea Morigsge 

Una of Crodit 

Toy Cehar Exgenaac 
  

  

Toiy Fixed Cparating Expences k
a
 

iV
 

i 

|
 5 
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Projected Income Statement- Year One 
Projected Income Statement- Year Two 

Projected Income Statement- Year Three 

(Score.org, 2010) 

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Income Statement - Year Cne 

Month 1 Manta T Aonth 3 Month 4 Monn B rons 8 
tans 

moore 

Product dervia A 
FrodustiZarvica B 

Mioebnh 7 
in Hortn § Month 8 

fn 
Moerh 10 

comms 
Rogvin: 11 Moe 12 

  

Total moome 

Cost of dyes 

Producb3arviia A 
Producti Services B 

  

Tota Coal of Sales 

Groat Margin 
  

Toua Salary and Wages 

Flzsd Businecs SIDensAt 
Agenrising 

Car and Truck Expenses 

Commision and Fess 
Cooarir»st Labor 

Crmatt Cand 3nd Bank Craergse 

Customer Doounts and Refunds 

Cues and SuEwArptonT 
Entertainment 

Insuranie {Lisndity ami Poogerby) 

isroet 
Lagat snd Protas cionyl Fase 
Of¥co Expencos 

Fostage and Dwilvery 

Fart jon busheses progescty} 

Fant of Yehicles snv3 Equipmestt 

Repairs and Malntaranaes 
Supobag 

Tampons amd Comenanieations 

Traum 

Unies 
  

Tory Fixed Basinacs Sxpancas 

Cher Expenans 

Armortized Elantup Espana 

Degepaiation 
iomct 

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Income Statement - Year One 

Mort Monin 2 Monks 3 Bontn 4 Month § Month 8 Month 7 Month & Month ®  Mocdh 10 Moeih 11 Womth 12 } 
Cemmerola Loan - - = - - - - - - - 

Cormmeroisi Mortgage » 3 : 

Lins of Cadi 

Taxes 

Tot Cher Expancos   

  

Hut Inacre 
  

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Income Staternent - Year Two 

Marts 1 Monta 2 hnntn 3 Month 4 Montn § Month 8 
ST PE assess 

imzenerren 

Froductidervice A 

Produotidarvica B 

pMontn 7 Morth 8 Mopth 8 Moezh 18 eedh 11 

  

Total impoms 

Cost of Bulan 

FroduotiZarvica A 

Produstilervks B 

  

Tofa Cost of Sxles 

Gruee Margin 
  

Total Salary and Wages 

Flead Busines Sporgac 

Ageariking 

Car and Truok Expenses 

Commissions and Foss 

Contract Labor 

Credit Card amd Bank Charges 

Customer Dieoounts ang Raundc 

Dude 3nd 3uCorigiions 

Epbactainment 

moaranns (LINnERy smd Progerhy) 

Feimrret 

Lagat ant Protsccional Fees 

Oftine Expeances 

Postage and Delivery 

Rant (on business property) 

Rend of Wahintse an Equipment 

Rapairs and Maintsnanos 

Bupphec 

Telephones and Comenaniostions 

Travel 

ini 
  

Toon Flasd Barimact SXDOIAG 

Crithae Expences 

Agvortizsd Faron Exparkes 

Depreoiztion 

erent 

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Income Statement - Year Two 

Marth 1 Monta 2 Ranks 3 Month 4 Month & Month 8 
o— 

Comemerols Loan 

Commarsis Mortgage 

Lire of Grad 
Taves 

Month T Moth B Morih 8 Moenh 10 womth 11 hiomith 12 

  Toks CENGT EXpancat 

  Hot Inoome 

  

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Income Statement - Year Three 

Fann 1 dontn 2 Ronn & Month 4 Month £ Monta 8 
som 

inaome 

Frocustidarvios A 

Froductilervica B 

Monkn 7 
em 

Month £ Mocith 19 
A 

sooth 11 saath 12 

  Total imoome 

Cost of Laie 

Frogusbidarvize A 

Froductilervice B 

  

Tow Coct of Sales 

nes Margin 
  

Total Ealary and Wages 

Fiend Butirase SXNeness 

Aenriking 

Car 3nd Truck Sxpsnces 

Commikslons and Fess 

Comrast Labor 

Credit Card ant Bank Charges 

Cugbumer Disaourts and Punts 

Duos and Butworiptions 

Ertartalnment 

Inzranne (Lisbiity ana Preparty) 

trot 

Lagat ang Prodscsional Foes 

{Office Expences 

Foctags and Delivery 

Fert {on buskess property} 
Fant of Verislss ana Equipment 

Pepalrs and Maintseanse 

Suppiag 

Teiapnons amd Cormemrniosbiane 

Travel 

inhzise 

  
Toaw Flaod Butinest Expenses 

Chhee Expense 

Amortized Startup Expancss 

Corpora ciation 

interact 

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Income Statement - Year Three 

Month 1 Monta 3 Manta 3 Month 4 Month § Month & 
sma 

Comemerola Loan * ® - r 

Commarsiy Morigage 

Lire of Grad 
Tavss 

Month 7 Monti Moepth 3 Moefh 10 Womih 11 Momth 12 
men 

  

ToAn CANST EXTMREAt 

  

Hat inoome 
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Projected Cash Flow Statement- Year One 

Projected Cash Flow Statement- Year Two 
Projected Cash Flow Statement- Year Three 

(Score.org, 2010) 

 



Healimg Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Cash Flow Statement - Year One 

Monta 1 Month Mantn 3 Month 4 Month & Monin 8 
soca eem——— 

Beginning Cxeh Balance i; 1.50. 12 Z &, 24% 

Cash inflows 

tnoame from Salos 

Aoncuris Receivable 

Month 7 

6,344 

Moekh 8 Sonih B® Mooth 19 Booth 11 

  Tein Cash flows 

Caen Outfows 

vesting Aothiiting 

How Capit] Purchaces 

Inverdory Pursfaces 

Cost of 2c 

Operating sotivtien 

Eaiaries apd ‘Wajes 

Fixed Business Sxpeniac 

Taxne 

Finanairg Aativitiag 

nar Payments 

Lire of Cragn resect 

Limo of Cradt Ropzyments 

Chvidenag Pala 
  Tata Cash Duthows 

Sanh Fiow 

Cgearsting Caen Balance 
  

Line of Creal Drawoownc 

  

Ending Cah Balane 

  

Lira of Crag? 

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Cash Flow Statement - Year Two 

Beginning Casi: Balarca 

Cash inflows 

income fram Sales 

Accounts Rocsbeoble 

Monts 7 Hopih 8 Booth 18 
sam 

Bicodh $1 
CR ——— 

saoih 12 

  Todai Cash Inflows 

Cash Thee 

Ereacting Anthitiac 

Mw Capital Purchases 

Inusntory Purchases 

Cost of Taine 

Cpenting Audivfies 

Taare and Wages 

Frand Buskimont £upancas 

Finanwimg Antivities 

Loar Payment 

Uns of Cred? ime! 

Line of Craik Repsymants 

Dividends Pala 

  Tota Cagh Outficrws 

Coach Fos 

Crparaiing Cah Baloncs 

  

Lime of Cradl DrawBomns 

  
Ending Cash Balanca 

  

Lima of Crad® Safanos 

 



Healing Harmonies Music Therapy 

Projected Cash Flow Statement - Year Three 

Month 4 Marts 2 Month 2 Month 4 Monin & Month 8 

Beginning Tach Balznos 

Sash inflows 

inoame from Saloe 

Anopunbs Rovebvable 

Month 8 Morih 10 sozevth 11 Romth 12 

  Foie Cah InNows 

Caen Cutts 

vecling Aoilvities 

Mow Capital Purchases 

Inwemiory Pursfisces 

Cost of Sng 

Operating Actives. 

Tari ana Wages 

Flos Businees Expeeksc 

Tans 

Finasmcémg Anbiviies 

Lean Paymanis 

Line of Cred irdarsst 

Urs of Grad Repayments 
Dividends Pate 

  Tots: Caph Dulfiows 

CAEN Fide 

Coerating Cac Balanos 

  

Lima of Credl Drawsewne 

  

Ending Cash Balanon 

  

Ure of Cred? Salanos 
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Balance Sheet- Year Two 

Balance Sheet- Year Three 
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Balance Sheet - Year One 

Basa Peried 

Arzaic 

Duprent Accabc 

Cash 

spouts Reashvabis 

inwesmory 

Prapald Expancss 

her Current 

Total Current Acne 

Flend Asean 

Rex Erimie 

Bulldings 

Lescanckd rnprovamems 

Equipment 

Furniters 3nd Fixtures 

Wenives 
Ofer Flas Acoste 

Total Floed Ascate 

Lees: Apcamulatsd Depraoistion 

Toba Accel 

Liabilitkes and Owner's Equity 

Lizslnke 

Aoprumic Fayabie 

Motae Payatds 

Morigags Fayabls 

Lira of Cred” Bslanos 

Total Liabilities 

Owners Eguty 

Common Stock 

Aatainsd Eamings 

Dividends Cloperoad 

Total Owrars Equity 

Toay Liabilities and Cranar's Equity 

Etyiamart Ealanoas 

End of Year Cone 

Slstarnart Sxlanoes 
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Balance Sheet - Year Two 

End of Yaar One 

Arzaic 

Current Accets 

Cah 

sppsumc Feoslvabis 

Inwsmory 

Prapald Expenses 

nher Current 

Total Current Agreic 

Flind Accetc 

Rox! Eciate 

Bulldings 

Lancanoid nprovamermc 

Equipment 

Furnihes snd Fhiures 

Wenlvas 
Orne Flea Acoatn 

Total Fixed Assate 

Legg: Sopamulasd Depreciation 

Toby Accel 

Liablittkes and Owner's Equity 

Liane 

Appoants Payable 

Hotes Fayazde 

Mortgage Fayable 

Lira of Cred? Balanos 

Total Lisohitkes 

Cwmars Eguty 

Common Stock 

Rntainad Eamings 

Dividends Clopercad 

Total Dwrars EquHy 

Toax Liablitles and Cranar's Sguity 

Stytamart Balances 

End of Yom Tao 

Slammer Saiz nots 
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Balance Sheet - Year Threa 

Eng of Vaar Two 

Argaic 

Caprend Acpets 

Cah 

sooounic Feoelvabia 

Inwertory 

Prapald Expances 

Cher Current 

Total Curent Aczeic 

Flead Assasin 

Rox Esiwa 

Bulkdings 

Lascenokd nprovemarnic 

Equipmant 

Furnitures snd Fhdures 

Wenlnias 
Cner Fluad Accate 

Total Fiasd Accate 

Lees: Apcuamulsisd Depreciation 

Toba Acoeis 

Liabilities and Cwnier's Equity 

Liazities 

Apsrumic Faysbie 

Molec Fayaide 

Morigags Fayabls 

Lire of Cred? Balanos 

Total Linblifies 

Twrars Eguly 

Common Stock 

Retainad Eamiings 

Cividends Clapsensd 

Total Cemarc Equity 

Toon Liabilities and Cranar's Equity 

Etyamart Balances 

End of oar Thro 

Slxemeart Salanoes 

 


